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THE DYNAMICAL MORDELL-LANG PROBLEM FOR ÉTALE MAPS

By J. P. BELL, D. GHIOCA, and T. J. TUCKER

Abstract. We prove a dynamical version of the Mordell-Lang conjecture for étale endomorphisms
of quasiprojective varieties. We use p-adic methods inspired by the work of Skolem, Mahler, and
Lech, combined with methods from algebraic geometry. As special cases of our result we obtain a
new proof of the classical Mordell-Lang conjecture for cyclic subgroups of a semiabelian variety,
and we also answer positively a question of Keeler/Rogalski/Stafford for critically dense sequences
of closed points of a Noetherian integral scheme.

1. Introduction. Let X be a quasiprojective variety over the complex num-
bers C, let Φ: X −→ X be a morphism, and let V be a closed subvariety of X. For
any integer i ≥ 0, denote by Φi the ith iterate Φ◦ · · · ◦Φ; for any point α ∈ X(C),
we let OΦ(α) := {Φi(α): i ∈ N} be the (forward) Φ-orbit of α. If α ∈ X(C) has
the property that there is some integer � ≥ 0 such that Φ�(α) ∈ W(C), where
W is a periodic subvariety of V , then there are infinitely many integers n ≥ 0
such that Φn(α) ∈ V . More precisely, if N ≥ 1 is the period of W (the smallest
positive integer j for which Φj(W) = W), then ΦkN+�(α) ∈ W(C) ⊆ V(C) for all
integers k ≥ 0. In [Den94], Denis asked the following question.

QUESTION 1.1. If there are infinitely many nonnegative integers m such that
Φm(α) ∈ V(C), are there necessarily integers N ≥ 1 and � ≥ 0 such that
ΦkN+�(α) ∈ V(C) for all integers k ≥ 0?

Note that if V(C) contains an infinite set of the form {ΦkN+�(α)}k∈N for
some positive integers N and �, then V contains a positive dimensional subvariety
invariant under ΦN (simply take the union of the positive dimensional components
of the Zariski closure of {ΦkN+�(α)}k∈N).

Denis [Den94] showed that the answer to Question 1.1 is “yes” under the
additional hypothesis that the integers n for which Φn(α) ∈ V(C) are sufficiently
dense in the set of all positive integers; he also obtained results for automorphisms
of projective space without using this additional hypothesis. Later the problem
was solved completely in [Bel06] in the case of automorphisms of affine varieties
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X, by showing that the set of all n ∈ N such that Φn(α) ∈ V(C) is a union of at
most finitely many arithmetic progressions, and of at most finitely many numbers.
In [GT09], the following conjecture was proposed.

CONJECTURE 1.2. Let X be a quasiprojective variety defined over C, let
Φ: X −→ X be an endomorphism, let V be a subvariety of X, and let α ∈ X(C).
Then the intersection V(C) ∩ OΦ(α) is a union of at most finitely many orbits of
the form OΦN (Φ�(α)), for some nonnegative integers N and �.

Note that the orbits for which N = 0 are singletons, so that the conjec-
ture allows not only infinite forward orbits but also finitely many extra points.
We view our Conjecture 1.2 as a dynamical version of the classical Mordell-
Lang conjecture, where subgroups of rank one are replaced by orbits under
a morphism.

Results were obtained in the case when Φ: A2 −→ A2 takes the form ( f , g)
for f , g ∈ C[t] and the subvariety V is a line ([GTZ08]), and in the case when
Φ: Ag −→ Ag has the form ( f , . . . , f ) where f ∈ K[t] (for a number field K)
has no periodic critical points other than the point at infinity ([BGKT]). Also,
in [GT09] a general approach to Conjecture 1.2 was developed in the case the
orbit OΦ(P) intersects a sufficiently small p-adic neighborhood of a Φ-periodic
point of X where the Jacobian of Φ is diagonalizable. Furthermore, in [GT09],
Conjecture 1.2 was proved if X is a semiabelian variety and Φ is an algebraic
group endomorphism.

The technique used in [Bel06], [BGKT] and [GT09] is a modification of a
method first used by Skolem [Sko34] (and later extended by Mahler [Mah35] and
Lech [Lec53]) to treat linear recurrence sequences. The idea is to show that there
is a positive integer N such that for each i = 0, . . . , N−1 there is a p-adic analytic
map θi on Zp such that θi(k) = ΦkN+i(α) for all sufficiently large positive integers
k ∈ N. Given any polynomial F in the vanishing ideal of V , one thus obtains a
p-adic analytic function F ◦ θi that vanishes on all k for which ΦkN+i(α) ∈ V .
Since an analytic function cannot have infinitely many zeros in a compact subset
of its domain of convergence unless that function is identically zero, this implies
that if there are infinitely many n ≡ i (mod N) such that Φn(α) ∈ V , then
ΦkN+i(α) ∈ V for all k sufficiently large.

In the case of [Bel06], the existence of the p-adic analytic maps θi is proved
using properties of automorphisms of the affine plane, such as having constant
determinant for their Jacobian. In [BGKT], the existence of the p-adic analytic
maps θi is proved by using linearizing maps developed by Rivera-Letelier [RL03],
while in [GT09], the existence of the θi’s is proved using work of Hermann and
Yoccoz (see [HY83]). In this paper, using methods from arithmetic geometry and
p-adic analysis we surpass all of the above results, and we prove Conjecture 1.2
in the case Φ is any étale map.

THEOREM 1.3. Let Φ: X −→ X be an étale endomorphism of any quasipro-
jective variety defined over C. Then for any subvariety V of X, and for any point
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α ∈ X(C) the intersection V(C) ∩OΦ(α) is a union of at most finitely many orbits
of the form OΦN (Φ�(α)) for some N, � ∈ N.

Our result provides a positive answer to a question raised in [KRS05] regard-
ing critically dense orbits under automorphisms of integral Noetherian schemes
(see Section 5). Theorem 1.3 has the following interesting corollary.

COROLLARY 1.4. Let X be an irreducible quasiprojective variety, let Φ: X −→
X be an étale endomorphism, and let α ∈ X(C). If the orbitOΦ(α) is Zariski dense
in X, then any proper subvariety of X intersects OΦ(α) in at most finitely many
points.

Our result fits into Zhang’s far-reaching system of dynamical conjectures (see
[Zha06]). Zhang’s conjectures include dynamical analogues of Manin-Mumford
and Bogomolov conjectures for abelian varieties (now theorems of [Ray83a],
[Ray83b], [Ull98] and [Zha98]). One of the conjectures from [Zha06] asks that
any irreducible projective variety X defined over a number field K has a point
in X(K) with a Zariski dense orbit under any “polarizable” endomorphism Φ
(Zhang defines a polarizable endomorphism Φ as one for which there exists an
ample line bundle L such that Φ∗L ∼= L⊗r for some r > 1). Note in particular
that any Zariski dense orbit must avoid all proper Φ-periodic subvarieties of
X. Theorem 1.3 says that any subvariety of X containing infinitely many points
of a Φ-orbit must contain a Φ-periodic subvariety. We hope that Theorem 1.3
represents real progress towards proving Conjecture 1.2.

We now briefly sketch the plan of our paper. In Section 2 we present the
geometric setup, while in Section 3 we derive the existence of certain analytic
functions which are used later to prove Theorem 4.1. In particular, our results from
Section 3 provide generalizations of Rivera-Letelier’s results [RL03] regarding
analytic conjugation maps corresponding to quasiperiodic domains of rational p-
adic functions. In Section 4 we prove our main result, while in Section 5 we
present several interesting applications of our Theorem 1.3 for automorphisms of
Noetherian integral schemes. In particular, we obtain a new proof of the classical
Mordell-Lang conjecture for cyclic subgroups, and we provide a positive answer
to [KRS05, Question 11.6].

Notation. We write N for the set of nonnegative integers. If K is a field, we
write K for an algebraic closure of K. Given a prime number p, we denote by
| · |p the usual absolute value on Qp; that is, we have |p|p = 1/p. When we
work in Qg

p with a fixed coordinate system, then, for �α = (α1 . . . ,αg) ∈ Qg
p and

r > 0, we write D(�α, r) for the open disk of radius r in Qg
p centered at α. More

precisely, we have

D(�α, r) := {(β1, . . . ,βg) ∈ Qg
p | max

i
|αi − βi|p < r}.
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Similarly, we let D(�α, r) be the closed disk of radius r centered at �α. In the case
where g = 1, we drop the vector notation and denote our discs as D(α, r) and
D(α, r). We say that a function F is (rigid) analytic on D(α, r) (resp. D(α, r)) if
there is a power series

∑∞
n=0 an(z − α)n, with coefficients in Qp, convergent on

all of D(α, r) (resp. D(α, r)) such that F(z) =
∑∞

n=0 an(z− α)n for all z ∈ D(α, r)
(resp. D(α, r)). We define convergence of an analytic function f on D(�α, r) (resp.
D(�α, r)) similarly, where �α ∈ Qg

p for any positive integer g.
Finally, all subvarieties in our paper are closed subvarieties.

Acknowledgments. The authors thank the referee for many helpful correc-
tions and suggestions.

2. Preliminary results from arithmetic geometry. In this Section we con-
struct the geometric setup for the proof of Theorem 4.1 which is the main building
block for proving Theorem 1.3. More precisely, Theorem 4.1 deals with the case
when Φ is an unramified endomorphism of an irreducible smooth quasiprojective
variety X. In the proof of Theorem 4.1 we will show that we may assume X has
a model X over Zp (for a suitable prime p) such that Φ: X −→ X is an un-
ramified map. The goal of this Section is to construct a suitable analytic function
associated to Φ which maps the residue class of a closed point x ∈ X into itself.

2.1. Notation.
• X is a quasiprojective scheme over Zp such that both the generic fiber and

special fiber are geometrically irreducible varieties (over Qp and Fp, respectively);
• X is the closed fiber of X (i.e., it is X ×Zp Fp);
• X is the generic fiber of X (i.e., it is X ×Zp Qp);
• Φ: X −→ X is an unramified map of Zp-schemes;
• Φ: X −→ X is the restriction of Φ on the closed fiber;
• r: X (Zp) −→ X (Fp) is the usual reduction map;
• x is an Fp-point on X in the smooth locus of the projection to Zp such that

there is a point α ∈ X (Zp) for which r(α) = x.

2.2. Completions of local rings at smooth closed points. Let OX ,x be the
local ring of x as a point on X and let ÔX ,x be the completion of OX ,x at its max-
imal ideal m; let m̂ be the maximal ideal in ÔX ,x. The Cohen structure theorem
(see [Mat86, Section 29] or [Bou06, Chapter IX]) then gives the following:

PROPOSITION 2.1. There are elements T1, . . . , Tg of ÔX ,x such that

ÔX ,x = Zp[[T1, . . . , Tg]].

Proof. Since x is smooth, OX ,x must be a regular ring. Therefore, its com-
pletion ÔX ,x must be regular as well by [AM69, Proposition 11.24]. The exis-
tence of a point in X (Zp) that reduces to x means that there is a surjective map
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g: OX ,x −→ Zp, which extends to a map ĝ: ÔX ,x −→ Zp. Because ĝ is surjec-
tive, we conclude that p /∈ m̂2; thus ÔX ,x is unramified, in the terminology of
[Mat86, Section 29]. Theorem 29.7 of [Mat86] states that any unramified com-
plete regular Noetherian ring of characteristic 0 with a finite residue field is a
formal power series ring over a complete p-ring. By [Mat86, Corollary, p. 225],
Zp is the only complete p-ring with residue field Fp (note that OX ,x has residue
field Fp because we have a surjective map, induced by g, from the residue field
of OX ,x onto Fp).

There is a one-to-one correspondence between the points in X (Zp) that reduce
to x and the primes p in OX ,x such that OX ,x/p ∼= Zp. For each such prime p,
its completion p̂ in ÔX ,x has the property that pÔX ,x = p̂ (see [Mat86, Theorem
8.7]). Furthermore, p̂ is a prime ideal in ÔX ,x with residue domain Zp since the
sequence

0 −→ p̂ −→ ÔX ,x −→ Zp −→ 0

is exact; this follows from the fact that ÔX ,x is flat over OX ,x ([Mat86, Theorem
8.8]) along with the fact that the quotient OX ,x/p ∼= Zp is complete with respect to
the m-adic topology. Thus, if q is any prime in ÔX ,x with residue domain Zp then
q must be the completion of q ∩ OX ,x, because dimOX ,x = dim ÔX ,x ([AM69,
Corollary 11.19]). Hence, we have a one-to-one correspondence between the
points in X (Zp) that reduce to x and the primes q in ÔX ,x such that ÔX ,x/q ∼= Zp.
Note that primes q in ÔX ,x for which ÔX ,x/q ∼= Zp are simply the ideals of the
form (T1 − pz1, . . . , Tg − pzg) where the zi are in Zp. For each Zp-point β in X
such that r(β) = x, we write ι(β) = (β1, . . . ,βg) where β corresponds to the prime
ideal

(T1 − pβ1, . . . , Tg − pβg)

in ÔX ,x. Note that ι−1: Zg
p −→ X (Zp) induces an analytic bijection between Zg

p

and the analytic neighborhood of X (Zp) consisting of points β such that r(β) = x.

PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose that Φ(x) = x. Then there are power series F1, . . . ,
Fg ∈ Zp[[U1, . . . , Ug]] such that

(i) each Fi converges on Zg
p;

(ii) for each β ∈ X (Zp) such that r(β) = x, we have

ι(Φ(β)) = (F1(β1, . . . ,βg), . . . , Fg(β1, . . . ,βg)); and(2.2.1)

(iii) each Fi is congruent to a linear polynomial mod p (in other words, all the
coefficients of terms of degree greater than one are divisible by p).
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Proof. The map Φ induces a ring homomorphism

Φ∗: ÔX ,x −→ ÔX ,x

that sends the maximal ideal m̂ in ÔX ,x to itself. For each i, there is a power
series Hi ∈ Zp[[T1, . . . , Tg]] such that Φ∗Ti = Hi. Furthermore, since Φ∗Ti must
be in the maximal ideal of ÔX ,x, the constant term in Hi must be in pZp. Then,
for any (α1, . . . ,αg) ∈ pZp, we have

(Φ∗)−1(T1 − α1, . . . , Tg − αg) = (T1 − H1(α1, . . . ,αg), . . . , Tg − Hg(α1, . . . ,αg))

since

(T1 − H1(α1, . . . ,αg), . . . , Tg − Hg(α1, . . . ,αg))

is a prime ideal of coheight equal to one, and

Hi(T1, . . . , Tg)− Hi(α1, . . . ,αg)

is in the ideal (T1 − α1, . . . , Tg − αg) for each i. Thus, if β corresponds to the
prime ideal

(T1 − pβ1, . . . , Tg − pβg)

then Φ(β) corresponds to the prime ideal

(T1 − H1(pβ1, . . . , pβg), . . . , Tg − Hg(pβ1, . . . , pβg)).

Hence, letting

Fi(T1, . . . , Tg) :=
1
p

Hi(pT1, . . . , pTg)

gives the desired map. Since Hi ∈ Zp[[T1, . . . , Tg]], it follows that Fi must con-
verge on Zp and that all the coefficients of terms of degree greater than one of Fi

are divisible by p. Since the constant term in Hi is divisible by p, we conclude
that

F1, . . . , Fg ∈ Zp[[T1, . . . , Tg]],

as desired.

Switching to vector notation, we write

�β := (β1, . . . ,βg) ∈ Zg
p,
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and we let

F(�β) := (F1(β1, . . . ,βg), . . . , Fg(β1, . . . ,βg)).

From Proposition 2.2, we see that there is a g × g matrix L with coefficients in
Zp and a constant �C ∈ Zg

p such that

F(�β) = �C + L(�β) + higher order terms(2.2.2)

Note that since all of the higher order terms are divisible by p, we also have

F(�β) ≡ �C + L(�β) (mod p).(2.2.3)

Remark 2.3. Moreover, using that Fi(T1, . . . , Tg) = 1
p Hi(pT1, . . . , pTg), we

obtain that for each k1, . . . , kg ∈ N such that k1 + . . . + kg ≥ 1, the coefficient of

Tk1
1 · · ·T

kg
g in Fi belongs to pk1+...+kg−1 · Zp.

PROPOSITION 2.4. Suppose that Φ(x) = x and that Φ is unramified at x. Let L
be as in (2.2.2). Then L is invertible modulo p.

Proof. Let OX ,x denote the local ring of x on X and let m denote its maximal

ideal. Since Φ is unramified, the map Φ∗: OX ,x −→ OX ,x sends m surjec-
tively onto itself (see [BG06, Appendix B.2]). Thus in particular it induces an
isomorphism on the Fp-vector space m/m2. Completing OX ,x at m, we then

get an induced isomorphism σ on m̂/m̂
2
, where m̂ is the maximal ideal in

the completion of OX ,x at m. This isomorphism is obtained by taking the map
Φ∗: m̂/m̂2 −→ m̂/m̂2 and modding out by p, where m̂ is the maximal ideal of
ÔX ,x. Writing σ as a linear transformation with respect to the basis T1, . . . , Tg

for m̂/m̂
2
, we obtain the dual of the reduction of L mod p. Thus, if Φ∗ in-

duces an isomorphism on m/m2, then the reduction mod p of L itself must be
invertible.

Remark 2.5. Note that the dual of m/m2 is the Zariski tangent space of the
point x considered as a point on the special fiber X (see [Har77, page 80]). Thus
the reduction of L modulo p is simply the Jacobian of Φ at x. Note also that Φ is
unramified at x if and only if L is invertible modulo p. This follows from the fact
that Φ∗: m/m2 −→ m/m2 is surjective if and only if it is injective, by a simple
dimension count; thus, OX ,xΦ∗(m) = m if and only if L is invertible modulo p
(see [AK70, page 112]).

PROPOSITION 2.6. There exists a positive integer n such thatFn(�β) ≡ �β ( mod p)
for each �β ∈ Zg

p.
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Proof. Because L is invertible modulo p, it means that the reduction modulo
p of the affine map

�β �→ �C + L(�β)

induces an automorphism of Fg
p. Therefore, there exists a positive integer n such

that

Fn(�β) ≡ �β (mod p),(2.6.1)

for all �β ∈ Zp.

3. Construction of an analytic function. The goal of this Section is to
construct a p-adic analytic function U: Zp −→ Zn

p such that U(z + 1) = F(U(z)),
where F is constructed as in Section 2 for a closed point x ∈ X and an un-
ramified endomorphism Φ of the n-dimensional smooth Zp-scheme X . For this,
we generalize the construction from [Bel06], and thus provide the key analytical
result (see our Theorem 3.3) which will be used in the proof of Theorem 4.1.

Definition 3.1. Given a prime p, we let B denote the ring of Mahler polyno-
mials and let C denote the ring of Mahler series; i.e.,

B =

{
m∑

i=0

ci

(
z
i

)
: ci ∈ Zp, m ≥ 0

}
,

C =

{ ∞∑
i=0

ci

(
z
i

)
: ci ∈ Zp, |ci|p → 0

}
.

Remark 3.1. The names Mahler polynomial and Mahler series are used be-
cause of a result of Mahler [Mah58], [Mah61], which states that C is precisely
the collection of continuous maps from Zp to itself.

More precisely, Mahler shows that B is the ring of all polynomials f ∈ Qp[z]
such that f (Zp) ⊂ Zp, while C is the ring of all power series g ∈ Qp[[z]] which
are convergent on Zp and satisfy g(Zp) ⊂ Zp.

We will use the following definition:

Definition 3.2. Let S be a set of analytic Zp-power series. By a Zp-power
series with variables in S, we mean any Zp-power series F(z1, . . . , zk) (for some
k ∈ N) where we are substituting an element of S for each variable zi. Further-
more, for any i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k} (possibly equal), when we substitute f , g ∈ S for
zi and respectively zj, the monomial zizj corresponds to the usual product f · g,
and not to the composition of those two polynomials.
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LEMMA 3.2. Let n ∈ N and let p be a prime number. We let

Sn =

{
c +

n∑
i=1

pihi(z) | c ∈ Zp, hi(z) ∈ B, deg(hi) ≤ 2i− 1

}

and

Tn = Sn +

{ ∞∑
i=1

pihi(z) | hi(z) ∈ B, deg(hi) ≤ 2i− 2

}
,

with the convention that if n = 0, then Sn = Zp.
Then the subalgebra of C generated by convergent Zp-power series with vari-

ables in Sn is contained in Tn.

Proof. For n = 0, the conclusion is immediate. So, assume n ≥ 1.
Since Sn and Tn are both closed under addition, and Tn is closed under taking

limits of polynomials which are contained in Tn, and Sn ⊆ Tn, it is sufficient to
show that SnTn ⊆ Tn. To do this, suppose

H(z) = c1 +
n∑

i=1

pihi(z) ∈ Sn

and

G(z) = c2 +
∞∑
i=1

pigi(z) ∈ Tn,

where c1, c2 ∈ Zp and hi(z), gi(z) ∈ B with deg(gi) ≤ 2i − 2 for i > n and
deg(gi), deg(hi) ≤ 2i − 1 for i ≤ n. We must show that H(z)G(z) ∈ Tn. Notice
that

H(z)G(z) = −c1c2 + c2H(z) + c1G(z) +

(
n∑

i=1

pihi(z)

)
·

 ∞∑
j=1

pjgj(z)

 .

Then (−c1c2 + c2H(z) + c1G(z)) ∈ Tn and since Tn is closed under addition, it is
sufficient to show that

(
n∑

i=1

pihi(z)

)
·

 ∞∑
j=1

pjgj(z)

 =
∞∑
k=2

pk
k−1∑
i=1

gi(z)hk−i(z)
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is in Tn. But since gi(z) has degree at most 2i− 1 and hk−i(z) has degree at most
2(k − i)− 1, we see that

k−1∑
i=1

gi(z)hk−i(z)

has degree at most 2k − 2. It follows that

(
n∑

i=1

pihi(z)

)
·

 ∞∑
j=1

pjgj(z)

 ∈ Tn.

This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.2.

THEOREM 3.3. Let n be a positive integer, let p be a prime number, and let
ϕ1, . . . ,ϕn ∈ Zp[[x1, . . . , xn]] be convergent power series on Zn

p such that for each
i = 1, . . . , n we have

(a) ϕi(xi) ≡ xi (mod p); and
(b) for each k1, . . . , kn ∈ N such that k1 + . . . + kn ≥ 2, the coefficient of

xk1
1 · · · xkn

n in the power series ϕi belongs to pk1+...+kn−1 · Zp.
Let (ω1, . . . ,ωn) ∈ Zn

p be an arbitrary point. If p > 3, then there exist p-adic
analytic functions f1, . . . , fn ∈ Qp[[z]] such that for each i = 1, . . . , n we have

(i) fi is convergent for |z|p ≤ 1;
(ii) fi(0) = ωi;
(iii) | fi(z)|p ≤ 1 for |z|p ≤ 1; and
(iv) fi(z + 1) = ϕi( f1(z), . . . , fn(z)).

A particular case of our result, when n = 1 and ϕ1 is a rational p-adic function,
is discussed in [RL03].

Proof of Theorem 3.3. We construct ( f1(z), . . . , fn(z)) by “approximation”. We
let B and C be the ring of Mahler polynomials and the ring of Mahler series that
are convergent for |z|p ≤ 1 (as in Definition 3.1). We prove that for each j ≥ 0
there exist polynomials hi,j(z) ∈ B (1 ≤ i ≤ n) that satisfy the three conditions:

(1) for each i = 1, . . . , n, we have hi,0(0) = ωi, while hi,j(0) = 0 for j ≥ 1;
(2) hi,j(z) has degree at most 2j− 1 for j ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ n; and
(3) if gi,j(z) =

∑j
k=0 pkhi,k(z), then for each i = 1, . . . , n we have

gi,j(z + 1) ≡ ϕi(g1,j(z), . . . , gn,j(z)) ( mod pj+1C).

We define hi,0(z) = gi,0(z) = ωi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Because ϕi(x1, . . . , xn) ≡ xi

(mod p), and because each ϕi is convergent on Zn
p, we conclude that for every

i = 1, . . . , n we have

gi,0(z + 1) ≡ ϕi(g1,0(z), . . . , gn,0(z)) ≡ ωi (mod pC).
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Let j ≥ 1 and assume that we have defined hi,k for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and k < j so
that conditions (1)–(3) hold. Our goal is now to construct polynomials hi,j(z) ∈ B,
so that conditions (1)–(3) hold. By assumption

gi,j−1(z + 1)− ϕi(g1,j−1(z), . . . , gn,j−1(z)) = pjQi,j(z),(3.2.1)

with Qi,j ∈ C for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Using the notation of the statement of Lemma 3.2,
we see that conditions (2) and (3) show that g1,j−1(z), . . . , gn,j−1(z) are in Sj−1.
Thus by Lemma 3.2 we see that

pjQi,j(z) = gi,j−1(z + 1)− ϕi(g1,j−1(z), . . . , gn,j−1(z))

is in Tj−1 (note that our hypothesis (b) implies that each

ϕi(g1,j−1(z), . . . , gn,j−1(z))

is a convergent power series). It follows that we can write pjQi,j(z) = ci,j +∑∞
k=1 pkqijk(z) for some ci,j ∈ Zp and polynomials qijk(z) ∈ B such that deg(qijk) ≤

2k − 1 for k ≤ j− 1 and deg(qijk) ≤ 2k − 2 for k ≥ j. Consequently, pjQi,j(z) is
congruent modulo pj+1C to the polynomial

ci,j +
j∑

k=1

pkqijk(z),(3.2.2)

which is a polynomial of degree at most 2j−2. Note that the polynomial in (3.2.2)
must send Zp to pjZp since pjQi,j(z) does, so dividing out by pj, we see by Remark
3.1 that Qi,j(z) is congruent to a polynomial in B of degree at most 2j−2 modulo
pC. To satisfy property (3) for j it is sufficient to find {hi,j(z) ∈ B: 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
such that

gi,j−1(z + 1) + pjhi,j(z + 1)− ϕi(g1,j−1(z) + pjh1,j(z), . . . , gn,j−1(z) + pjhn,j(z))

is in pj+1C for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Modulo pj+1C, this expression becomes

pjQi,j(z) + pjhi,j(z + 1)

−pj
n∑
�=1

h�,j(z)
∂ϕi

∂x�
(x1, . . . , xn)

∣∣∣
x1=g1,j−1(z),...,xn=gn,j−1(z)

.

It therefore suffices to solve the system

Qi,j(z) + hi,j(z + 1)−
n∑
�=1

h�,j(z)
∂ϕi

∂x�
(x1, . . . , xn)

∣∣∣
x1=g1,j−1(z),...,xn=gn,j−1(z)

= 0(3.2.3)
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modulo pC for 0 ≤ i ≤ n. By our hypotheses (a) on ϕ, we have

∂ϕi

∂x�
(x1, . . . , xn)

∣∣∣
x1=g1,j−1(z),...,xn=gn,j−1(z)

≡ δi� ( mod pC),

where δi� is usual Kronecker delta defined by δi� = 0 for i �= � and δii = 1. Hence
it is sufficient to solve

Qi,j(z) + hi,j(z + 1)− hi,j(z) ≡ 0 (mod pC).(3.2.4)

Using the identity (
z + 1

k

)
−
(

z
k

)
=

(
z

k − 1

)
,

we see that since Q1,j, . . . , Qn,j have degree at most 2j − 2 modulo pC, there
exists a solution [h1,j(z), . . . , hn,j(z)] ∈ Bn satisfying conditions (1) and (2). Thus
conditions (1)–(3) are satisfied for j. This completes the inductive step.

We now set

fi(z) :=
∞∑
j=0

pjhi,j(z).

For j ≥ 1, each hi,j(z) is of degree at most 2j− 1, and so

hi,j(z) =
2j−1∑
k=0

cijk

(
z
k

)
,

with cijk ∈ Zp, and cij0 = 0 for j ≥ 1. Thus fi(0) = ωi for each i = 1, . . . , n because
hi,0(z) = ωi. We now find that

fi(z) = ωi +
∞∑
j=1

pj

2j−1∑
k=1

cijk

(
z
k

) = ωi +
∞∑
k=1

bik

(
z
k

)
(3.2.5)

where

bik :=
∞∑
j=1

pjcijk

is absolutely convergent p-adically, since each cijk ∈ Zp. To show the series
(3.2.5) is analytic on Zp, we must establish that |bik|p/|k!|p → 0 as k→∞, i.e.,
that for any j > 0 one has bik/k! ∈ pjZp for all sufficiently large k (see [Rob00,
Theorem 4.7, pp. 354]). To do this, we note that cijk = 0 if j < (k + 1)/2 since
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deg hi,j ≤ 2j− 1. Hence

bik :=
∑

j≥(k+1)/2

pjcijk.

It follows that |bik|p ≤ p−(k+1)/2. Since 1/|k!|p < pk/(p−1), we see that bik/k!→ 0
since p > 3. Hence f1, . . . , fn are p-adic analytic maps on Zp.

By construction

fi(z) ≡ gi,j(z) ( mod pj+1C).

It then follows from property (3) above that

fi(z + 1) ≡ ϕi(f1(z), . . . , fn(z))( mod pj+1C)

Since this holds for all j ≥ 1, we conclude that

fi(z + 1) = ϕi(f1(z), . . . , fn(z)),

as desired.

We note that the argument used in the proof of Theorem 3.3 fails if p ≤ 3,
because for such p we have |1/k!|p ≥ p(k−1)/2 for infinitely many natural numbers
k and hence we cannot guarantee that the power series we construct converge
for |z|p ≤ 1 in these cases. In fact, one can construct explicit examples which
show that the conclusion to the statement of Theorem 3.3 does not hold if one
eliminates the hypothesis that p be at least 5.

4. Proof of the main result. First we prove Theorem 1.3 if X is an irre-
ducible smooth variety.

THEOREM 4.1. Let Φ: X −→ X be an unramified endomorphism of an irre-
ducible smooth quasiprojective variety defined over C. Then for any subvariety V
of X, and for any point α ∈ X(C) the intersection V(C) ∩ OΦ(α) is a union of at
most finitely many orbits of the formOΦN (Φ�(α)) for some nonnegative integers N
and �.

Remark 4.2. Because Φ is unramified, while X is smooth, we actually have
that Φ is étale (according to [Sha77, Theorem 5, page 145], we obtain an in-
duced isomorphism on the tangent space at each point, which means that Φ
is étale).

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let V be any subvariety of X. We choose an embedding
over C of ρ: X −→ PM as an open subset of a projective variety (for some
positive integer M). We write ρ(X) = Z( a) \ Z( b) for homogeneous ideals a
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and b in C[x0, . . . , xM], where Z( c) denotes the Zariski closed subset of PM on
which the ideal c vanishes. We choose generators F1, . . . , Fm and G1, . . . , Gn

for a and b, respectively. Let R be a finitely generated Z-algebra containing the
coefficients of the Fi, Gi, of the polynomials defining the variety V , and of the
polynomials defining the morphism Φ and such that α ∈ PM(R). Let X ⊂ PM

Spec (R)
be the model for X over Spec R defined by Z( a′) \ Z( b

′) where a′ and b
′ are

the homogeneous ideals in R[x0, . . . , xM] defined by F1, . . . , Fm and G1, . . . , Gn,
respectively; similarly, let V be the model of V over Spec (R). We now prove two
propositions which allow us to pass from C to Zp.

PROPOSITION 4.3. There exists a dense open subset U of Spec (R) such that the
following properties hold

(i) there is a scheme XU that is smooth and quasiprojective over U, and whose
generic fiber equals X;

(ii) each fiber of XU is geometrically irreducible;
(iii) Φ extends to an unramified endomorphism ΦU of XU; and
(iv) α extends to a section U −→ XU.

Proof of Proposition 4.3. We cover X by a finite set (Yi)1≤i≤� of open subsets
such that Φ restricted to each Yi is represented by polynomials Pi,j for 0 ≤ j ≤ M.
Let B be the closed subset of X which is the zero set of the polynomials Pi,j for
1 ≤ i ≤ � and 0 ≤ j ≤ M. Because Φ is a well-defined morphism on the generic
fiber X, we conclude that B does not intersect the generic fiber of X −→ Spec (R).
Therefore B is contained in the pullback under PM

Spec (R) −→ Spec (R) of a proper
closed subset E1 of Spec (R). Similarly, let C be the closed subset defined by the
intersection of Z( b

′) with the Zariski closure of α in PM
Spec (R). Because α ∈ X,

then C is contained in the pullback under PM
Spec (R) −→ Spec (R) of a proper

closed subset E2 of Spec (R). Let U′ = Spec R\ (E1∪E2), let X ′ be the restriction
of X above U′, and let ΦU′ be the base extension of Φ to an endomorphism
of X ′.

There is an open subset of X ′ on which the restriction of the projection
map to X ′ −→ U′ is smooth, by [AK70, Remark VII.1.2, page 128] and there
is an open subset of X ′ on which ΦU′ is unramified by [AK70, Proposition
VI.4.6, page 116]. Also, [vdDS84, Theorem (2.10)] shows that the condition of
being geometrically irreducible is a first order property which is thus inherited
by fibers above a dense open subset of Spec (R). Since each of these open sets
contains the generic fiber, the complement of their intersection must be contained
in the pullback under X ′ −→ U′ of a proper closed subset E3 of Spec (R). Let
U := U′ \ E3; then letting XU be the restriction of X ′ above U yields the model
and the endomorphism ΦU (which is the restriction of ΦU′ above U) with the
desired properties.

The following result is an easy consequence of [Bel06, Lemma 3.1] (see also
[Lec53]).
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PROPOSITION 4.4. There exists a prime p ≥ 5, an embedding of R into Zp, and
a Zp-scheme XZp such that

(i) XZp is smooth and quasiprojective over Zp, and its generic fiber equals X;
(ii) both the generic and the special fiber of XZp are geometrically irreducible;
(iii) Φ extends to an unramified endomorphism ΦZp of XZp; and
(iv) α extends to a section SpecZp −→ XZp .

Proof of Proposition 4.4. With the notation as in Proposition 4.3, since U is
a dense open subset of Spec (R), there exists a nonzero element f ∈ R which is
contained in all prime ideals of Spec R \ U. Therefore, there is an open affine
subset of U that is isomorphic to Spec (R[ f−1]) (note that R is an integral domain).
Since R is finitely generated as a ring, then R[ f−1] is as well and we may write
R[ f−1] := Z[u1, . . . , ue] for some nonzero elements ui of Frac (R). By [Bel06,
Lemma 3.1], there is a prime p such that Frac (R) embeds into Qp in a way that
sends all of the ui into Zp, and 6 is a unit in Zp (in particular, this last condition
yields that p ≥ 5). Thus, we obtain a map SpecZp −→ Spec R[ f−1] −→ U.
We let XZp := XU ×U Spec (Zp) and let ΦZp be the base extension of ΦU to an
endomorphism of XZp . The prime (p) in Zp pulls back to a prime q of R[ f−1],
so there is an isomorphism between R[ f−1]/q and Zp/(p). The fiber of XU is
geometrically irreducible at q by Proposition 4.3, so it follows that the fiber of
XZp at (p) is geometrically irreducible as well. Since the properties of being
quasiprojective, smooth, and unramified are all preserved by base extension (see
Propositions VI.3.5 and VII.1.7 of [AK70]), our proof is complete (note that the
embedding of R[ f−1] into Zp automatically extends α to a section Spec (Zp) −→
XZp).

For the sake of simplifying the notation, we let X := XZp and let Φ denote
the Zp-endomorphism ΦZp of XZp constructed in Proposition 4.4. Also, we use
α to denote the section Spec (Zp) −→ X (Zp) induced in Proposition 4.4; i.e.,
α ∈ X (Zp). Finally, we use V = VZp to denote the Zp-scheme which is the
Zariski closure in X of the original subvariety V of X.

Since the special fiber X of X has finitely many Fp points, some iterate of
α under Φ is in a periodic residue class modulo p. At the expense of replacing
α by a suitable iterate under Φ, we may assume that the residue class of α is
Φ-periodic, say of period N (note that replacing α by one of its iterates under Φ
will not change the conclusion of Theorem 4.1). For each j = 0, . . . , N−1, we let
�αj := ιj(Φj(α)) ∈ Zg

p, where ι−1
j is the analytic bijection (defined as in Section 2)

between Zg
p and the set of points of X (Zp) which have the same reduction modulo

p as Φj(α).
Fix j ∈ {0, . . . , N−1}. Let Fj: Z

g
p −→ Z

g
p be the analytic function constructed

in Proposition 2.2 corresponding to ΦN and to the residue class of Φj(α); this
function satisfies

ιj(ΦN(Φj(α))) = Fj(�αj).(4.4.1)
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As proved in Proposition 2.6.1, there exists a positive integer Mj such that

FMj
j (�β) ≡ �β (mod p),(4.4.2)

for each �β ∈ Zg
p. Let � ∈ {0, . . . , Mj − 1} be fixed. Iterating (4.4.1) yields

ιj
(

ΦN(Mjk+�)+j(α)
)

= FMjk
j (F �j (�αj))(4.4.3)

for each k ∈ N. Using (4.4.2) (together with Remark 2.3) along with the fact
that p ≥ 5, Theorem 3.3 implies that for each j = 0, . . . , N − 1 and for each
� = 0, . . . , Mj − 1, there exists an analytic function Uj,�: Zp −→ Z

g
p such that

Uj,�(0) = F �j (�αj) ∈ Zg
p(4.4.4)

and

Uj,�(z + 1) = FMj
j (Uj,�(z)),(4.4.5)

for each z ∈ Zp. By (4.4.4) and (4.4.5), we thus obtain

Uj,�(k) = FMjk
j (F �j (�αj)),

for each k ∈ N. Hence, (4.4.3) gives

Uj,�(k) = ιj
(

ΦN(Mjk+�)+j(α)
)

,(4.4.6)

for each k ∈ N. Then for each polynomial h ∈ Zp[x1, . . . , xM] in the vanishing
ideal of V , the analytic function h ◦ ι−1

j ◦ Uj,� defined on Zp has infinitely many
zeros k ∈ Zp if and only if it vanishes identically (see [Rob00, Section 6.2.1]).
Thus, for each j = 0, . . . , N − 1 and each � = 0, . . . , Mj − 1, either

V(Zp) ∩ O
ΦNMj (Φ

N�+j(α)) is finite,

or

O
ΦNMj (Φ

N�+j(α)) ⊂ V(Zp).

This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.1.

Now we extend the proof of Theorem 4.1 to cover the case of nonsmooth
varieties X, and thus prove our main result.
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Proof of Theorem 1.3. First we show that it suffices to assume X is irreducible.
Indeed, since Φ is étale, it permutes the irreducible components of X; hence, there
exists a positive integer N such that for each irreducible component Y of X, the
restriction of ΦN on Y is an étale endomorphism of Y . For each � = 0, . . . , (N−1),
we let Z� be an irreducible component of X containing Φ�(α). Then for each
� = 0, . . . , (N − 1) we have

V(C) ∩ OΦN (Φ�(α)) = (V ∩ Z�)(C) ∩ OΦN (Φ�(α)).

Since OΦN (Φ�(α)) ⊂ Z� and Z� is irreducible, we are done.
We proceed now by induction on dim (X). If dim (X) = 0, there is nothing to

prove.
Assume dim (X) = d ≥ 1, and that our result holds for all varieties of di-

mension less than d. As shown above, we may assume X is irreducible. An
étale map sends smooth points into smooth points, and nonsmooth points into
nonsmooth points (because it induces an isomorphism on the tangent space at
each point). If α (and therefore OΦ(α)) is in the smooth locus Xsmooth of X, then
Theorem 4.1 finishes our proof because Xsmooth is also irreducible. If OΦ(α) is
contained in X1 := X \ Xsmooth, then the inductive hypothesis finishes our proof,
because dim (X1) < d and the restriction of Φ to X1 is étale, since the base
extension of an étale morphism is étale (see [AK70, VI.4.7.(iii)]).

5. Applications. We prove a Mordell-Lang type statement for automor-
phisms of any Noetherian integral scheme, which has several interesting conse-
quences.

First, we define the full orbit of a point α ∈ X(C) under an automorphism
Φ: X −→ X as the set

OΦ(α) := {Φn(α): n ∈ Z}.

THEOREM 5.1. Let X be any quasiprojective variety defined over C, and let
Φ: X −→ X be an automorphism. Then for eachα ∈ X(C), and for each subvariety
V ⊂ X, the intersection V(C)∩OΦ(α) is a union of at most finitely many points and
at most finitely many full orbits of the formOΦk (Φ�(α)), for some positive integers
k and �.

Proof. Because Φ is étale, we may apply Theorem 4.1 and derive that the
intersection OΦ(α)∩V(C) is a union of at most finitely many points and at most
finitely many orbits of the form OΦk (Φ�(α)) for some k, � ∈ N with k ≥ 1. Same
conclusion holds if we intersect V with the orbit OΦ−1 (α). So, in order to prove
Theorem 5.1 it suffices to show the following Claim.

Claim 5.2. Let Y be any quasiprojective variety defined over a field K of
arbitrary characteristic, let Ψ: Y −→ Y be any automorphism, let β ∈ Y(K), and
let W be the Zariski closure of OΨ(β). Then W contains OΨ(β).
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Proof of Claim 5.2. For each n ∈ N, we let Wn := Ψn(W). Then Wn is the
Zariski closure of the set of all Ψm(β) for m ≥ n. Hence Wn+1 ⊂ Wn for all n ∈ N
because Wn+1 is the Zariski closure of OΦ(Φn+1(β)) := {Φm(β): m ≥ n + 1}, and
Wn contains already OΦ(Φn+1(β)). Since there is no infinite descending chain of
closed subvarieties, we conclude that there exists N ∈ N such that WN+1 = WN .
This yields that ΨN+1(W) = ΨN(W), and using the fact that Ψ is an automorphism,
we conclude that Ψ(W) = W. In particular, this shows that OΨ(β) ⊂ W, as
desired.

We apply the conclusion of Claim 5.2 to any automorphism Φk (for some
nonzero integer k) and to any point Φ�(α) (for some integer �) such that
OΦk (Φ�(α)) ⊂ V; this yields the conclusion of Theorem 5.1.

Special cases of Theorem 5.1 that have been previously treated include the
following:

(i) X is any commutative algebraic group, Φ is the translation-by-P-map on X,
where P ∈ X(C), and α = 0 ∈ X(C) (this is a conjecture by Lang [Lan83], which
was first proved by Cutkosky and Srinivas in [CS93, Theorem 7]). In particular,
when X is a semiabelian variety, we obtain the case of cyclic groups in the
classical Mordell-Lang conjecture (proved by Faltings [Fal94] and Vojta [Voj96]).

(ii) Φ is any automorphism of an affine variety X (this was proved by Bell
in [Bel06]).

(iii) Φ is any automorphism of projective space (this was proved by Denis
in [Den94]).

It would be interesting to have a theorem describing the intersection of a
subvariety V ⊂ X with a grand orbit of an étale map Φ: X −→ X. The grand
orbit of a point α consists of all points in OΦ(α) along with all points β for
which there exists n ∈ N such that Φn(β) = α. Although our current techniques
are not sufficient to treat this more general problem, it seems natural to ask the
following question, which can be seen as a dynamical analogue of McQuillan’s
theorem [McQ95] on the intersection of a subvariety of a semiabelian variety
with the divisible hull of a finitely generated group.

QUESTION 5.3. Let X be a quasiprojective variety defined over C, let Φ:
X −→ X be an étale morphism, let α ∈ X(C), and let V be a subvariety of
X. If the grand orbit of α under Φ intersects V in a Zariski dense subset, then
must V be Φ-preperiodic?

Theorem 5.1 also answers a question first posed in [KRS05, Question 11.6].
The following concept was introduced in [KRS05, Definition 3.6] (see also [CS93,
Section 5]).

Definition 5.4. Let S be an infinite set of closed points of an integral scheme
X. Then we say that S is critically dense if every infinite subset of S has Zariski
closure equal to X.
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The following result provides a positive answer to Keeler, Rogalski and
Stafford’s problem from [KRS05, Question 11.6].

COROLLARY 5.5. If X is an irreducible quasiprojective variety over a field of
characteristic 0, and Φ: X −→ X is an automorphism, then every dense orbit
{Φi(α): i ∈ Z} is critically dense.

Proof. Theorem 5.1 yields that any closed subvariety V ⊂ X containing
infinitely many points of OΦ(α) must contain a set of the form OΦk (Φ�(α)) for
some k ≥ 1. So,

OΦ(α) ⊂
k−1⋃
i=0

Φi(V).

Because we assumed that OΦ(α) is Zariski dense in X, we conclude that

X ⊂
k−1⋃
i=0

Φi(V).

Now, if V is a proper subvariety of X, then dim (V) < dim (X) (since X is an
irreducible variety), and so,

⋃k−1
i=0 Φi(V) is also a proper subvariety of X. This is

a contradiction with the assumption that OΦ(α) is Zariski dense in X. Therefore,
OΦ(α) is indeed critically dense.

A similar argument proves our Corollary 1.4.
As noted in the introduction Zhang [Zha06] has conjectured that if f : X −→ X

is what he calls a “polarizable” map defined over a number field, then some point
X(K) has a dense orbit. While automorphisms are not polarizable in general, there
are examples of automorphisms of varieties X for which every nonpreperiodic
point of X has a dense orbit. We describe a particular family of examples below.

Example 5.6. In [Sil91], Silverman studies a family of K3 surfaces X which
have infinitely many automorphisms. He considers a group of automorphisms A
generated by involutions σ1, σ2 such that σ2

1 = σ2
2 = Id and σ1σ2 has infinite

order. Silverman defines the chain containing a point α ∈ X(C) as the set of all
τα where τ ∈ A and shows that any infinite chain is Zariski dense in X (this
is done by showing that there are no curves in X that are preperiodic under the
action of σ1σ2). Since the chain containing a point α is simply the union of the
orbit of α under the action of σ1σ2 with the orbit of σ1α under the action of σ1σ2

it follows from Corollary 1.4, that any infinite subset of a chain is Zariski dense
in X. In particular, the orbit of any point α ∈ X(C) under the action of σ1σ2 is
critically dense. It also follows from Theorem 5.1 that for any subvariety V of X
and any point α ∈ X(C), the set of τ ∈ A such that τ (α) ∈ V is a union of at
most finitely many cosets of subgroups of A.
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